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Abstract—An investigation into the use of series-pass device
(SPD) to filter out input current harmonics of switching convert-
ers is presented. The idea is based on connecting a SPD in series
with the input of the switching converter so that the input cur-
rent of the entire system can be profiled by adjusting the biasing
condition of the SPD. To minimize the power dissipation of the
SPD, the input impedance of the switching converter is controlled
to make the SPD operate at the boundary between the linear and
saturation modes. Modeling, design, and analysis of the system
architecture will be given. Selection guide for the SPD will also
be given. The concept has been applied to a 75-W 90–140-V/24-V
classical dc–dc buck converter. Investigations reveal that the pro-
posed architecture allows a substantial reduction in the size of the
filter section and gives comparable efficiency as the conventional
passive-type LC filter. More importantly, the idea makes the input
filter amenable to monolithic integration. These investigations lay
the foundation for applying the proposed concept for other power
electronic converter systems.

Index Terms—DC–DC power conversion, input filtering, power
electronics, power semiconductor filter (PSF).

I. INTRODUCTION

THE input filter in a power electronic system is used to
prevent unwanted switching harmonics, radiated or con-

ducted noise, generated by the switching network, from getting
into the source. It is typically made up of passive elements [1].
A large body of the literature has been devoted to design, an-
alyze, and package input and output filters for different power
electronic systems by modeling [2], [3], experimentation [4],
[5], and simulation [6], [7]. For example, the input filter of the
power factor preregulator is used to perform line filtering and
electromagnetic interference (EMI) filtering. It attenuates high-
frequency switching noise injecting into the grid and retains
quality line-frequency current drawing from the grid [7]–[9].
Similarly, the output filter of grid-tie solar inverters attenuates
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high-frequency noise and passes high-quality line-frequency
current to the power grid [10], [11].

Although recent advances in new and emerging materials,
device technologies, and network topologies have resulted in
reducing the losses of switching devices and increasing the
switching frequency for increasing the power density of the con-
verter system, passive filters still occupy considerable space,
as compared to switching devices. Moreover, the filter would
sometimes generate acoustic noise and its loss is operating-
point-dependent, for example, the duty cycle of the switch in
a buck converter [12], [13]. The ever-increasing power density
of power electronic systems is straining designers’ abilities to
squeeze space for the filters without sacrificing performance.
The thermal management and electromagnetic coupling effects
among components within a limited space always give chal-
lenges to designers. Since the power density of switching net-
works continue to increase, the filter sections will become a key
limiting factor in advancing the power density and performance
of the future power electronic systems [14], [15].

Some remedial measures to alleviate this problem are to
integrate passive damping, active damping [16], [17], or pas-
sive/active noise cancellation circuits [18], [19]. The passive and
active noise cancellation techniques employ an active source, ei-
ther a coupling circuit or an active source, operating with a pas-
sive filter to counteract unwanted high-frequency noise. They
are typically targeted to suppress the EMI noise of low-power
level, where the volt–amp rating of the noise cancellation source
is not optimized.

This paper presents an attempt of using a series-pass device
(SPD) to filter out input current harmonics of switching con-
verters. The concept is named as “power semiconductor filter.”
It is based on connecting the SPD in series with the switching
converter so that the input current of the system is profiled by
adjusting the biasing condition of the SPD through a current
control loop. To minimize the power dissipation of the SPD,
the input impedance of the switching converter is controlled
to make the SPD operate at the boundary between the linear
and saturation modes over the operating range through a volt-
age control loop. The output regulation and minimization of
the voltage across the SPD are performed by using dual control
loops. Modeling, design, and analysis of the proposed architec-
ture will be discussed. The concept has been applied to a 75-W
90–140-V/24-V classical dc–dc buck converter. The static and
dynamic characteristics and design of the converter system will
be presented. The experimental results are favorably compared
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Fig. 1. Power electronic converter system with the proposed PSF.

with theoretical predictions. The key objectives of this paper
are to explore the potential and study the feasibility of using
SPD for filtering input current harmonics of power electronic
converter systems.

II. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE AND OPERATING PRINCIPLE

Fig. 1 illustrates how a power semiconductor filter (PSF) is
integrated into a switching converter. The SPD is realized by
a power bipolar junction transistor (BJT). It is connected in
series with the switching converter. It is noted that the SPD
can be of other devices, like MOSFET. The operating point
of the SPD is regulated at the boundary between the linear and
saturation modes through two control blocks, namely “i-control”
and “v-control,” respectively. The “i-control” has its input icon
connected to the output of a controller H for regulating the
output voltage vo , and has its output ib to control the input
current iS . The input of the “v-control” is the error signal ve ,
which is the difference between the voltage across the SPD vT

and the reference voltage vT ,ref . vT ,ref is set slightly higher
than the saturation voltage of the SPD. The output of the “v-
control” vcon is used to control the input voltage of the switching
converter vin by adjusting the control variables, such as the
switching frequency and duty cycle of the switches. With this
control mechanism, iS has low harmonic distortion, even if the
input current of the switching converter is rich of switching
harmonics. As the SPD is operated near the saturation mode,
its power dissipation is low. A classical dc–dc buck converter is
used to illustrate the operation in the following.

III. APPLICATION OF THE PSF IN DC–DC BUCK CONVERTER

Fig. 2 shows the circuit schematic of the buck converter with
the PSF. The power conversion stage consists of two parts: 1) a
standard buck converter formed by the MOSFET S1 , diode S2 ,
and a low-pass filter, formed by the inductor L and capacitor
Co , and 2) the BJT, T. To minimize the loss of T, the voltage
across T vT is controlled to be fairly constant and close to its
saturation voltage. Thus, a capacitor Cin is placed at the input

of the buck converter. Practically, a capacitor Cs is placed at the
input of the entire system for stabilizing the supply voltage and
further reduce the input current ripple due to the early effect of
the BJT [20].

The controller H in Fig. 1 is an error amplifier in Fig. 2. It
is a Type-II compensator with proportional and integral control
[21]. Its function is to compare the scaled output voltage v′

o with
the reference Vo,ref and generate the control signal icon . The “i-
control” is a proportional gain that controls the base current
ib of T and, thus, the input current is . It is a simple resistor
Rb . vo is sensed by a resistive network formed by the resistors
Rx and Ry . The sensing method is the simplest among various
voltage sensing techniques. v′

o equals [Ry / (Rx + Ry )] vo .
Thus, if v′

o < Vo,ref , ib will increase, so the input current and,
thus, the power drawn from vS will also increase. Conversely,
if v′

o > Vo,ref , ib will decrease. Both the input current and the
input power will then reduce.

The MOSFET is turned ON at the start of each switching cycle
by an RS latch. The pin “S” is connected to a clock signal CLK,
which determines the switching frequency. The “v-control” is
a simple comparator that compares the voltage of the SPD vT

with a reference vT ,ref . After S1 is turned ON, vT will increase.
When vT > vT ,ref , the comparator will generate a signal at
the pin “R” to turn OFF the MOSFET. As illustrated in Fig. 3,
the time taken from generating the turn-off signal to actually
turning OFF the MOSFET is td . Thus, td can be considered as
the delay time of the “v-control” block.

Fig. 3(a) and (b) shows the steady-state waveforms under con-
tinuous conduction mode (CCM) and discontinuous conduction
mode (DCM), respectively. The waveforms include the clock
signal CLK, gate signal for S1 , inductor current iL , input cur-
rent iin , current of the capacitor Cin , iC in , voltage across T vT ,
and voltage across Cin vC in .

A. Static Characteristics

For the sake of simplicity in the analysis, the following as-
sumptions have been made:
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Fig. 2. Schematic of the buck converter with the PSF.

1) all components used in the buck converter are ideal;
2) the SPD can maintain the current iS constant over a

switching cycle.
Consider the operation in the nth switching cycles. When S1

is ON and S2 is OFF

iL (t) =
vin(t) − vo(t)

L
(t − n Tsw ) + IL (n Tsw ) (1)

iin(t) = iL (t) (2)

iC in(t) = is(t) − iL (t) (3)

vC in(t) = vin(t) =
1

Cin

∫
iC in(t) dt + VC in(n Tsw ) (4)

vT (t) = vs(t) − vC in(t) (5)

for nTsw ≤ t ≤ (n + D1) Tsw where Tsw is the switching pe-
riod, IL (n Tsw ) and VC in(n Tsw ) are the initial current through
L and voltage across Cin , respectively, in this circuit topology,
and D1 is the duty cycle of S1 . IL (n Tsw ) = 0 if the buck
converter is operated in DCM.

When S1 is OFF and S2 is ON

iL (t) = − vo(t)
L

[t − (n + D1) Tsw ]

+ IL [(n + D1) Tsw ] (6)

iin (t) = 0 (7)

iC in (t) = is(t) (8)

vC in(t) = vin(t) =
1

Cin

∫
iC in(t) dt

+ VC in [(n + D1) Tsw ] (9)

vT (t) = vs(t) − vC in(t) (10)

for (n + D1) Tsw ≤ t ≤ (n + 1) Tsw in CCM and
(n + D1) Tsw ≤ t ≤ (n + D1 + D2) Tsw in DCM,where
IL [(n + D1) Tsw ] and VC in [(n + D1) Tsw ] are the initial
current through L and the voltage across Cin in this cir-
cuit topology, respectively, and D2 is the duty cycle of S2 .
IL [(n + D1 + D2) Tsw ] = 0 when the buck converter is op-
erated in DCM.

When S1 and S2 are OFF, the converter is operated in DCM.
Then

iL (t) = 0 (11)

iin (t) = 0 (12)

iC in (t) = iS (t) (13)

vC in(t) = vin(t) =
1

Cin

∫
iC in (t) dt

+ VC in [(n + D1 + D2) Tsw ] (14)

vT (t) = vs(t) − vC in(t) (15)

for (n + D1 + D2) Tsw ≤ t ≤ (n + 1) Tsw ,where VC in
[(n + D1 + D2) Tsw ] is the initial voltage of Cin in this cir-
cuit topology.

Assume that the magnitude of the ripple voltage on T (i.e.,
ΔvT ) is much smaller than vs , and the value of vs is unchanged
over the switching cycle. Thus

vs(t) ≈ Vs (16)

vin(t) = Vin ≈ Vs − VT (17)

is(t) = Is (18)
www.IranSwitching.ir
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Fig. 3. Key waveforms of the buck converter with the PSF. (a) CCM. (b) DCM.

where Vs is the average voltage of vs , VT is the average voltage
drop across T, which is dependent on the output characteristics
of the SPD, and Is is the average value of is .

By substituting (16), (17) into (1)–(15), the expressions for
D1 , D2 , output ripple voltageΔvo , maximum inductor current
IL,max , minimum inductor current IL,min , and critical induc-
tance value for L LC , between CCM and DCM, can be obtained
by the methodology described in [22, Ch. 7]. They are given in
Table I.

ΔvT equals the ripple voltage on Cin . Its magnitude is depen-
dent on the operating mode of the buck converter, the magni-
tudes of Is , and the ripple current through the inductor. In CCM
[see–Fig. 3(a)]

ΔvT =
Is (1 − D1)

Cin f
. (19)

In DCM [see Fig. 3(b)]

ΔvT =
Is (1 − D1)

Cin f
+ VΔ max (20)

where f = 1 / Tsw is the switching frequency and VΔ max =
L I 2

s

2 C in (Vs −Vo ) .
Detailed proof of (19) and (20) is given in appendix.
The average voltage on Cin VC in is

VC in = Vs − VT . (21)

TABLE I
MATHEMATICAL EXPRESSIONS OF VARIOUS OPERATIONAL PARAMETERS [22]

Parameter CCM DCM

D1
V o
V in

√
2 V o I o L f

V in (V in − V o )

D2 1 − D1
D 1 (V in −V o )

V o

Δvo
V o ( 1−D 1 )
8 C o L f 2

( I L , m a x −I o ) 2 (D 1 + D 2 )
2 I L , m a x C o f

IL , m a x Io + (V in −V o ) D 1
2 L f

D 1 (V in −V o )
L f

IL , m in Io − (V in −V o ) D 1
2 L f 0

Lc
V in −V o
2 I o f D1

V in Vs − VT

VT VT , r e f + I o −I s
C in

td − 1
2 ΔvT

ΔvT
I s ( 1−D 1 )

C in f
I s ( 1−D 1 )

C i n f + L I 2
s

2 C in (V s −V o )

Assume that the efficiency of the buck converter is 100%, the
overall efficiency of the entire system η is

η =
Vin

Vs

=
(

1 − VT

Vs

)
. (22)
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Fig. 4. System modeling. (a) Buck converter. (b) Dynamical model of the
system. (c) Simplified low-frequency hybrid-π model of the BJT [24].

The average value of VT in the experimental prototype dis-
cussed in Section IV is less than 1 V at the full-load condition.
It is almost equivalent to the voltage drop of a diode. Based
on (22), the proposed PSF favors in the high-voltage applica-
tions, where VT � Vs. Equation (22) evaluates the power loss
due to the SPD without including the losses of the parasitic
components in the circuit.

B. Dynamic Characteristics

Fig. 4 shows the small-signal dynamical model of the system.
It consists of the following parts:

1) Buck converter: The generalized small-signal model of
the buck converter is depicted in [23] and is repeated in
Fig. 4(a). The input variables include the variations of
the input voltage ΔVin(s), duty cycle ΔD1(s), and load
current ΔIo(s), while the output variables include the
changes of the input current ΔIin(s) and output voltage
ΔVo(s). The transfer functions of the blocks in Fig. 4(a)
are defined in Table II.

2) Input capacitor: The capacitor Cin absorbs the difference
between is and iin . Thus, the voltage across it can be
expressed as

ΔVin(s) = HC in (s) [ΔIs(s) − ΔIin(s)] (23)

where HC in(s) = 1
s C in

.
3) Output voltage feedback network: The difference between

the output reference ΔVo,ref and the scaled output voltage
of the buck converter vo , ΔVo(s) is processed by the error
amplifier Hv (s) to generate the input current reference
ΔIs,ref (s). The scaling factor in sensing vo is Ks . In
Fig. 2, Ks = Ry / (Rx + Ry ).

4) Input current regulation: The current reference ΔIs,ref ,
which is generated by Hv (s), is processed by the
HSPD(s) to give the input current is with variation of
ΔIs(s).HSPD(s) is the transfer characteristics of the SPD.
Fig. 4(c) shows the low-frequency hybrid-π model of a
BJT. Derivation of HSPD(s) is given in appendix. Other
sophisticated models for HSPD(s) [24] can be used.

5) Modulator: As shown in Fig. 3, S1 is turned ON by the
signal CLK at the beginning of the switching cycle. It
is turned OFF when vT > vT ,ref . Thus, the modulator
determines the duty cycle of S1 . The small-signal charac-
teristics of the modulator are derived as follows. Fig. 5(a)
shows the actual and approximated steady-state waveform
of vT in the two cases shown in Fig. 3. Fig. 5(b) shows the
waveform of vT under small-signal perturbation. vT in-
creases linearly with the slope m1 when S1 is ON. When
S1 is OFF, vT decreases linearly with the slope −m2 after
vT > vT ,ref and a time delay of td . Thus

m1 =
iin − is

Cin
(24)

m2 =
is
Cin

. (25)

In Fig. 5(b), the average derivative of vT

〈
d vT

d t

〉
is

〈
d vT

d t

〉
= m1d1 − m2 (1 − d1) . (26)

The peak value of vT is vT ,ref + vtd . vtd can be expressed
as

vtd = m1 td . (27)

Based on Fig. 5(b)

vT ,ref + vtd = 〈vT 〉 +
m1 d1

2 f
− d1

2 f

〈
dvT

dt

〉
(28)

where 〈vT 〉 is the average value of vT .
Assume that f, td , and vT ,ref are constant. That is

f = Fsw (29)

td = Td (30)

vT ,ref = VT ,ref . (31)
www.IranSwitching.ir
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TABLE II
TRANSFER FUNCTIONS OF THE BLOCKS IN FIG. 4

Transfer function Mathematical Expression Transfer Function Mathematical Expression

Hv g (s) D1
R o

L C o R o s 2 + L s + R o
Hv d (s) V o

D 1
R o

L C o R o s 2 + L s + R o

Zo (s) L R o s

L C o R o s 2 + L s + R o
Hi g (s) D1

C o R o s + 1
L C o R o s 2 + L s + R o

Hi d (s) V o
D 1

C o R o s + 1
L C o R o s 2 + L s + R o

Hi L −i o (s) R o
L C o R o s 2 + L s + R o

Hi L (s) D1 Hd (s) V o
R o

Hm (s) 2 F sw C in
I o ( 1−2 D 1 ) Hi s (s) T d

C in

Hi i n (s) 1
C i n

[ D 1 ( 1−D 1 )
2 F sw

− Td ] HC in (s) 1
s C in

Hv (s) s C 2 R 2 + 1
s R 1 R 2 C 1 C 2 + s R 1 (C 1 + C 2 ) HS P D (s)

h f e I s

R b I s + h f e V t h e rm a l

Note: V t h e rm a l = 25.85mV.

Fig. 5. Steady-state and dynamic waveforms of vT . (a) Steady-state wave-
form. (b) Dynamic waveform.

By substituting (26), (29)–(31) into (28)

VT ,ref + m1 Td = 〈vT 〉 +
m1 d1

2 Fsw
− d1

2 Fsw
[m1 d1

− m2 (1 − d1)]. (32)

By introducing small-signal perturbations into m1 , m2 , and
d1

m1 = M1 + Δm1 (33)

m2 = M2 + Δm2 (34)

d1 = D1 + Δd1 (35)

and the small-signal relationship is obtained by substituting
(33)–(35) into (32) and neglecting the second- and higher-order

ac terms

[Td − D1 (1 − D1)
2 Fsw

] Δm1 = ΔvT +
D1 (1 − D1)

2 Fsw

Δm2 + (1 − 2 D1)
M1 + M2

2 Fsw
Δd1 (36)

where M1 , M2 , and D1 are the steady-state values of m1 , m2 ,
and d1 , respectively, and Δm1 , Δm2 , and Δd1 are the small-
signal perturbations on m1 , m2 , and d1 , respectively.

The values of M1 and M2 can be expressed as

M1 =
Iin |on − Is

Cin
=

Io − Is

Cin
(37)

M2 =
Is

Cin
(38)

where Iin |on is the average input current when S1 is ON.
Based on (24) and (25)

Δm1 =
Δiin − Δis

Cin
(39)

and

Δm2 =
Δis
Cin

. (40)

Then, by substituting (37)–(40) into (36), the Laplace-
transformed equation of (36) becomes

ΔD1(s) = −Hm (s) [ΔVT (s) + Hiin (s) ΔIin(s)

+ His(s) ΔIs(s)] (41)

where Hm (s) = 2 Fsw C in
Io (1 − 2D1 ) , Hiin(s) =

1
C in

[D1 (1−D1 )
2Fsw

− Td ], and His(s) = Td

C in
.

Based on Fig. 4(b), the following transfer characteristics are
derived:

ΔVo(s) = Gvo−vs,OL (s) ΔVs(s) + Gvo−is,OL (s) ΔIs(s)
(42)

ΔIs(s) = HSPD(s) ΔIs,ref (s) (43)

ΔIs,ref (s) = Hv (s) [ΔVo,ref (s) − KsΔVo(s)] (44)

where Gvo−vs,OL (s) is the open-loop input-voltage-to-output-
voltage transfer function, and Gvo−is,OL (s) is the open-loop
input-current-to-output-voltage transfer function.
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Derivations of Gvo−vs,OL (s) and Gvo−is,OL (s) are given in
appendix. Based on (42)–(44), the closed-loop input-voltage-
to-output-voltage transfer function Gvo−vs,C L (s) is

Gvo−vs,C L (s) =
ΔVo(s)
ΔVs(s)

=
Gvo−vs,OL (s)

1 + Ks Gvo−is,OL (s) HSPD(s) Hv (s)
.

(45)

It should be noted that the effect of td has been taken in
account in deriving the small-signal model. Although td affects
the system bandwidth, its effect is negligible.

IV. DESIGN PROCEDURE

The system is designed by considering the following
parameters:
Vs,min : Minimum supply voltage.
Vs,max : Maximum supply voltage.
Vo : Average output voltage.
Is,max : Maximum input current.
Io,min : Minimum output current.
Io,max : Maximum output current.
Fsw : Switching frequency.
vo,r,max : Maximum output voltage ripple.
VT ,ref : Reference voltage used in the modulator.
Vsat : Saturation voltage of T at Is,max .

A. Design of the Component Values

Step 1: Calculate the maximum input current Is,max

Is,max =
Vo

Vs,min − VT ,ref
Io,max . (46)

Step 2: Design the value for L. If the converter is operated in
DCM

L <
Vo

2 Io,min Fsw

(
1 − Vo

Vs,min − VT ,ref

)
. (47)

If the converter is in CCM, L should satisfy the following crite-
rion [25]:

L >
Vo

2 Io,min Fsw
. (48)

Step 3: Design the value for Co . Consider the output voltage
ripple. If the converter is operated in CCM [22]

Co ≥ Vo

8 Vo,r,max L F 2
sw

(
1 − Vo

Vs,max − VT ,ref

)
. (49)

If the converter is operated in DCM [22]

Co ≥

Vin,max

[
L Io,max Fsw −

√
(Vin,max − Vo)

2 Vo L Io , m a x Fsw
V i n

]2

2 L Vo Vo,r,max (Vin,max − Vo) F 2
sw

(50)

where Vin,max ≈ Vs,max .

Step 4: Design the value for Cin . The design criterion for both
CCM and DCM is the same. By considering (14)

Cin ≥ Is,max

Fsw (VT ,ref − Vsat)

(
1 − Vo

Vin,min

)
(51)

where Vin,min = Vs,min − VT ,ref .

B. Selection of the SPD

The SPD can be implemented by an active device that its main
current is controllable by an external means. There are many
choices including BJT, MOSFET, JFET, etc. Among them, BJT
and MOSFET are popular and of low cost.

In selecting a BJT, apart from low collector–emitter satura-
tion voltage for reducing power dissipation, it is also necessary
to choose the one having high early voltage or equivalently
low output admittance [24]. That is, the collector current is
less sensitive to the variation of the collector–emitter voltage
around the operating point of the BJT. Fig. 6(a) illustrates the
collector-current (ic )–collector–emitter-voltage (vce ) character-
istics of two devices, Devices A and B. Their early voltages are
VA and VB , respectively. Device A has a higher early voltage
than Device B. As the collector–emitter voltage is regulated by
the “v-control” block (see Fig. 1), the ripple current of Device A
is less than that of Device B. Thus, in order to reduce the ripple
current, device of high early voltage is preferred.

Fig. 6(b)–(e) shows the ic − vce characteristics of four BJTs,
including ZETEX FZT855, ZETEX FZT853, STMicroelectron-
ics START499 D, and STMicroelectronics MJB44H11T4. They
are measured by the curve tracer Tektronix 370 B. vce is con-
trolled to vary between 0 and 2 V. Each curve displays the
ic − vce characteristics under a constant base current.

The performances of the four BJTs are studied by applying
them in the buck-converter prototype. Detailed implementation
of the prototype will be discussed in Section V. Fig. 7 shows
the experimental waveforms of the output voltage vo , emitter
current ie , inductor current iL , and voltage across BJT vT . The
supply voltage vs is 90 V, the average voltage across T VT is
1.15 V, and the average value of ic is 350 mA. FZT855 gives
a current variation between 335 and 418 mA. FZT 853 gives a
current variation between 348 and 366 mA. START499 D gives
a current variation between 365 and 373 mA. MJB44 H11 T4
gives a current variation between 345 and 367 mA. That is, the
ripple current is found to be 83 mA with FZT855 [see Fig. 7(a)],
18.0 mA with FZT853, [see Fig. 7(b)], 8 mA with START499 D
[see Fig. 7(c)], and 22 mA with MJB44 H11 T4 [see Fig. 7(d)],
respectively, with the average collector current Ic of 0.35 A.
The ripple current with START499 D gives ten times smaller
than that with FZT855. The results are in close agreement with
the theoretical predictions. The study reveals that the BJT for
SPD can be chosen by studying the ic − vce characteristics. It
should be noted from Fig. 6(e) that MJB44 H11 T4 can achieve
a lower value of vce , as it allows a lower saturation voltage than
the others.

For MOSFET, the selection criteria are similar to the BJT.
Apart from having a low on-state resistance, the drain current id
should be insensitive to the variation of the drain-source voltage
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Fig. 6. ic − vce characteristics of BJTs. (a) Comparison of the early voltage of two devices. (b) ZETEX FZT855 [vce (x-axis): 0.2 V/div, ic (y-axis): 0.1 A/div].
(c) ZETEX FZT853 [vce (x-axis): 0.2 V/div, ic (y-axis): 0.1 A/div]. (d) STMicroelectronics START499 D [vce (x-axis): 0.2 V/div, ic (y-axis): 50 mA/div]. (e)
STMicroelectronics MJB44 H11T4 [vce (x-axis): 0.2 V/div, ic (y-axis): 0.1 A/div].

vds under a fixed gate-source voltage vgs . Fig. 8(a) shows the
measured id − vds characteristics of the MOSFET International
Rectifier IRF540 N on the curve tracer Tektronix 571. Fig. 8(b)
shows the measured waveforms in the converter prototype.

Table III reports the measured input current ripple of the
prototype buck converter with 14 different devices for the SPD
under the same testing condition.

C. Design of the Transfer Characteristics of Hv (s)

Hv (s) is designed by considering the open-loop gain
of the whole system Ks Gvo−is,OL (s) HSPD(s) Hv (s) in

(45). By studying the Bode plot of the transfer function
Gvo−is,OL (s) HSPD(s), Hv (s) is designed to give the neces-
sary crossover frequency and phase margin for the whole system.
Fig. 9(a) shows the setup used to measure Gvo−is(s) HSPD(s),
which is the transfer characteristics between is and vo [26].
The gain and phase between Δis,ref and Δvo are measured.
Fig. 9(b) shows the Bode plot of Gvo−is(s) HSPD(s) with the
design parameters shown in Tables IV and V. The theoretical
predictions and experimental results are in close agreement.
As Vs >> VT , Vin is simply assumed to be equal to Vs and
the dc current gain hf e can be obtained from the datasheet of
FZT853. The gain margin of Gvo−is(s) HSPD(s) is 36.4 dB at
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Fig. 7. Performance comparisons (VT = 1.15 V, Ic = 0.35 A, Timebase:
2 μs/div). (a) ZETEX FZT855. (b) ZETEX FZT853. (c) STMicroelectronics
START499 D. (d) STMicroelectronics MJB44H11T4.

61.75 kHz and the phase margin is 90.4o at 1.894 kHz. In this
design example, Hv (s) is a Type-II compensator. The simu-
lated and calculated Bode plot of the system open-loop transfer
function Ks Gvo−is(s) HSPD(s) Hv (s) is shown in Fig. 9(c).
The simulated results are obtained by performing time-domain
simulation on PSIM, while the calculated results are obtained by
using the mathematical models derived in Section III. The gain
margin of the system open-loop gain is 18.2 dB at 14.37 kHz
and the phase margin is 57.8o at 3.692 kHz.

V. EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATIONS

A 75-W 90–140-V/24-V prototype buck converter has been
built. The operating frequency is 250 kHz. The component val-

Fig. 8. International Rectifier: IRF540N as the SPD. (a) id − vds characteris-
tics [vds (x-axis): 0.2 V/div, id (y-axis): 0.1 A/div]. (b) Experimental waveforms
(VT = 1.15 V, Id = 0.35 A, Timebase: 2 μs/div).

TABLE III
MEASURED INPUT CURRENT RIPPLE WITH DIFFERENT DEVICES

Part No. Type Current ripple Part No. Type Current Ripple

BST39TA BJT 20.3 mA DZT5551 BJT 23.4 mA
FMMT497TA BJT 21.6 mA FZT853 BJT 18.0 mA
FZT855 BJT 83 mA MJB44H11T4 BJT 22 mA
MMSS8050 BJT 30.2 mA PBSS4041NZ BJT 48.4 mA
PBSS4350Z BJT 31.3 mA PHPT61002NYCX BJT 66.2 mA
START499D BJT 8.0 mA STR1550 BJT 48.4 mA
IRF540 MOS 35.0 mA IPP320N20N3 G MOS 28.2 mA

ues used are given in Table IV. Fig. 10 shows the photo of the
prototype. With vs = 115 V, Fig. 11(a)–(c) shows the waveforms
of the input current iS , output voltage vo , inductor current iL ,
and voltage across the BJT vT under 33%, 66%, and 100% of
the full-load condition, respectively. The input current ripple
is found to be 8 mA (3.18%) under 33% load (1 A), 16 mA
(3.356%) under 66% load (2 A), and 56 mA (7.76%) under
100% load (3 A).

Fig. 12 shows the waveforms of vo , iS , and iL under 33%,
66%, and 100% of the full-load condition, respectively, with the
input capacitors Cs and Cin only. With vs = 115 V, the input
current ripple is found to be 78 mA (30.12%) under 33% load,
152 mA (32.3%) under 66% load, and 232 mA (32.17%) under
100% load.

An input LC filter (LCF) is used in the buck-converter pro-
totype and its performance is compared with PSF. The value of
input filter capacitor Cf is fixed and equals the total capacitancewww.IranSwitching.ir
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Fig. 9. Bode plots of transfer functions. (a) Setup for measur-
ing Gv o−is ,O L (s) HSPD (s). (b) Gv o−is (s) HSPD (s). (c) Ks Gv o−is (s)
HSPD (s) Hv (s).

of Cs and Cin . The value of the inductor LF is chosen so that
the percentage input current ripple is the same as the buck con-
verter with PSF under the worst-case condition—the light-load
condition. The output current is 1 A in the comparison. When
vs = 90 V, LF = 26 μH. When vs = 140 V, LF = 33 μH. Three
commercially available inductors L1 , L2 , and L3of different

TABLE IV
COMPONENTS USED IN THE PROTOTYPE

Component Value / Part No. Component Value / Part No.

Cs 2.1 μF Ci n 5 μF
L 100 μH Co 120 μF
S1 BSC500N20NS3G S2 STTH30R02DJF
T FZT853 v-control PIC12F1822
R1 10 kΩ R2 220 kΩ
Rx 35.7 kΩ Ry 3.7 kΩ
C1 220 nF C2 100 pF
Rb 510 Ω Vo , r e f 2.26 V
MOSFET driver IR2011S Op-amps LM358

TABLE V
PARAMETERS USED IN DESIGNING Hv

Parameter Value Parameter Value

Vo 24 V Vs 90 V
Is 0.32 A Ro 20 Ω
hf e 200 Td 200 ns
Ks 0.1

packages with their values close to LF are used to conduct the
performance comparison. L1 is a 29-μH inductor using an iron
powder toroidal core. Its dc resistance is 15 mΩ. L2 is a 33-μH
surface mount inductor with dc resistance of 200 mΩ. L3 is a
22-μH small package surface mount inductor with dc resistance
of 500 mΩ. Fig. 13(a) and (b) shows comparisons of the mea-
sured efficiency versus the output current with vs = 90 V and
vs = 140 V, respectively.

With vs = 90 V, the efficiency with the PSF is 1.09% lower
than the LCF at the light-load condition (output current = 1 A).
The power loss difference is 0.242 W. The efficiency difference
is 0.68% at the full-load condition (output current = 3 A). The
power loss difference is 0.488 W. By studying the efficiency of
the buck converter over the load range, the average efficiency
difference between the PSF and the LCF with L1 is 0.61%, with
L2 is 0.67%, and with L3 is 0.33%, respectively.

With vs = 140 V, the efficiency with the PSF is 1.02% lower
than the LCF at the light-load condition. The power loss dif-
ference is 0.246 W. The efficiency difference is 0.50% at the
full-load condition. The power loss difference is 0.364 W. The
average efficiency difference between the PSF and the LCF
with L1 is 0.50%, with L2 is 0.44%, and with L3 is 0.23%,
respectively. The results reveal that the efficiency increases as
vs increases, confirming the derivation given in (22).

Fig. 14(a) and (b) shows the differences in the converter effi-
ciency (primary axis) and the actual power loss (secondary axis)
between the PSF and the filter inductors. Δηmax shows the effi-
ciency difference between the PSF and the maximum efficiency
achievable among the three inductors in Fig. 14. ΔPmax shows
the corresponding power loss. Δηmin shows the efficiency dif-
ference between the PSF and the minimum efficiency among the
three inductors. ΔPmin shows the corresponding power loss. For
example, with vs = 90 V, when the output current is 1.5 A, the
converter has the maximum efficiency of 93.74% with the in-
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Fig. 10. Prototype converter. (a) Top view. (b) Bottom view.

ductor L2 and minimum efficiency of 93.35% with the inductor
L3 . It has the efficiency of 93.05% with the PSF. At such load-
ing condition, Δηmax = 0.69% (93.74% – 93.05%), ΔPmax =
0.249 W, Δηmin = 0.3% (93.35% – 93.05%), and ΔPmin =
0.108 W.

Based on Fig. 14, Δηmax is maximum at the light-load condi-
tion, while ΔPmax is maximum at the full-load condition. The
efficiency difference at the light-load condition is the highest. It
can be explained by considering the modulation method used to
dictate the state of the main switch. The main switch is turned
OFF when vT reaches the threshold VT ,ref . The mechanism is
similar to the peak-voltage control. Fig. 15(a) and (b) shows the
steady-state waveforms of vT under the light-load and heavy-
load condition, respectively. As shown in (19), the peak-to-peak
voltage of vT ΔvT increases as the load increases. Therefore,
with the same VT ,ref , Fig. 15 illustrates that the average voltage
VT ,avg across the SPD increases as the load decreases. Based on
(22), the efficiency decreases as VT (= VT ,avg ) increases. Thus,
the efficiency is reduced at the light-load condition.

Fig. 16 shows the transient response of the converter with the
PSF when the load current io is suddenly changed from 1.2 to
3.2 A, and vice versa. The rise time of io in Fig. 16(a) is 3.2 μs
and the fall time of io in Fig. 16(b) is 6 μs. The undershoot
of vo in Fig. 16(a) is 0.96 V and overshoot of vo in Fig. 16(a)
is 1.13 V. The voltage across the BJT is slightly higher at the
heavy load than at the light load.

Fig. 11. Experimental waveforms with the PSF and vs = 115 V (Timebase:
2 μs/div). (a) 33% load. (b) 66% load. (c) 100%.

Fig. 17 shows the BJTs, MOSFET, and inductors used in this
study. For inductors, as the size increases, the current rating
increases and the resistance decreases. Among the choices, L1
gives the highest efficiency, but its size is the largest. L3 is the
smallest, but its resistance is high and its current rating is low.
The SPD occupies less space than the inductors of the same or
similar current rating. For example, FZT853 has similar size as
L3 , but its current rating is six times higher. It should also be
noted that the die size of the BJTs and MOSFET is much smaller.
In other words, realization of the PSF on chip is amenable.

Fig. 18 shows the temperature distribution of the whole circuit
under the rated operating condition. The ambient temperature
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Fig. 12. Experimental waveforms with Cs and Cin only and vs = 115 V
(Timebase: 2 μs/div). (a) 33% load. (b) 66% load. (c) 100%.

is 23 °C. The two switching devices are major hot spots. Their
temperatures are both 85 °C. There are heat sinks mounted on
the two switching devices. The temperature of the BJT T is
48 °C, which is much lower than the switching devices. No heat
sink is mounted on T.

VI. OBSERVATIONS AND FURTHER INVESTIGATIONS

Based on the theoretical analysis and experimental results,
several observations and suggested further investigations are
given below.

1) Introducing the SPD causes certain amount of power
loss. However, the large difference between the dc equiv-
alent resistance and dynamic resistance of the SPD make

Fig. 13. Efficiency versus the output load power. (a) vs = 90 V. (b) vs =
140 V.

it a good choice for active filtering, the dynamic resis-
tance of the active device is normally hundred times
larger than the static resistance. Thus, the high-frequency
current content will be blocked from getting into the in-
put source. The major power loss of the SPD is mainly
due to the average current through the SPD and the effi-
ciency is governed by (22).

2) The proposed architecture shown in Fig. 1 is used to
filter out the input current harmonics produced by the
switching converter. Further investigations into the EMI
performance and common-mode noise elimination will
be extended. A possible way is to integrate active or
passive noise cancellation technique into the PSF [19],
[27], [28].

3) The static and transient responses of the converter re-
veal that the SPD is not under high voltage and current
stress, and does not cause high power loss. The control
mechanism performed by the “i-control” and “v-control”
functional blocks in Fig. 1 is confirmed.

4) As the PSF does not contain magnetic devices, it can
avoid generating possible acoustic noise and radiating
electromagnetic field.

5) The external characteristics of the SPD, that is, ic −
vce characteristics of BJT and id − vds characteristics
of MOSFET, determine the input current ripple of the
converter. Thus, the SPD with its collector current or
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Fig. 14. Differences in the efficiency and power loss. (a) vs = 90 V. (b) vs =
140 V.

Fig. 15. Steady-state waveforms of vT under different loading conditions. (a)
Light-load condition. (b) Heavy-load condition.

Fig. 16. Transient response of the converter with vs = 90 V (Timebase:
500 μs/div). (a) io is changed from 1.2 to 3.2 A. (b) io is changed from 3.2 to
1.2 A.

Fig. 17. BJTs and inductors used in the study.

drain current less sensitive to the variation of the voltage
across it should be chosen.

6) As discussed in Section V, the modulation method for
dictating the state of the main switch can affect the ef-
ficiency. Further research will be dedicated to studying
various modulation methods, such as average voltage
mode, for minimizing the power loss.

7) Based on the preliminary results given in Fig. 13, the effi-
ciency of the converter with PSF is at most 1.05% lower
than the passive LCF. Then, with further technologi-
cal advancement in microelectronics [29], it is expected
that semiconductor devices having much lower satura-
tion voltage and output admittance would be developed.
As discussed in [30], the new-generation BJT of low
saturation voltage can achieve a reduction of more than
50% in the collector-emitter saturation voltage, as com-
pared to previous BJTs. This can enhance the efficiency
and filtering function, making the PSF concept a poten-
tial substitute to classical passive filters. Furthermore,
the PSF is amenable to monolithic integration, such as
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Fig. 18. Thermal distribution of the whole circuit. (a) Top view. (b) Bottom
view.

integrating into switching modules. This can increase the
power density of the system.

8) With the same physical size, the current-carrying capac-
ity of the SPD is higher than that of the passive filter.
For example, FZT853 shown in Fig. 15 has the current-
carrying capacity six times higher than the inductor, i.e.,
L3 , of similar size. Fig. 13 shows that the efficiency with
the PSF is very close to that with L3 . In other words, the
current-carrying capacity per unit volume of the PSF is
potentially higher than that of the passive filter.

9) The feasibility of applying the proposed PSF concept for
the buck converter lays the foundation for other power
electronics systems. Thus, more sophisticated control
methods for different systems can be explored.

10) In Fig. 2, v-control block is similar to a peak-current
modulator and the controller H is a compensator which
is required in all regulated converters. So, the additional
hardware circuit in the converter with PSF includes a
transistor driver (voltage follower) and a transistor T
(SPD). Thus, comparing to typical buck converter, the
proposed structure can save up the cost of the inductor.
Table VI shows a comparison of the cost of the addi-
tional circuitry and inductor. Having the same filtering
performance and current rating, it can be observed from
the table that the implementation of PSF is lower than the
passive inductor. The total cost for PSF is US$ 0.4312
(0.336 + 0.0952), which is about one-fourth of the pas-
sive inductors.

TABLE VI
COST COMPARISON

Filter Components Manufacturer Part number Unit cost (US$)∗

PSF T Diodes Incorporated FZT853 0.336
Driver ON Semiconductor LM358 0.0952

LCF L1 Wurth Electronics 7 447 016 1.8975
L2 Wurth Electronics 74 437 349 330 1.73375
L3 Wurth Electronics 74 437 324 220 1.7

∗Information is obtained from Digikey. The unit cost is based on 1000 units.

VII. CONCLUSION

A concept called PSF has been presented. It aims to enable the
replacement of bulky passive filters with semiconductor-based
SPD, making the input filtering section amenable to monolithic
integration. With the recent advancement in microelectronics,
current control devices with high current-carrying capacity and
low saturation voltage are available. With appropriate driving
control, the power dissipation in the SPD is equivalent to a diode,
or even less than it. Nevertheless, even if the efficiency of the
prototype converter with the PSF is slightly less than that with
the passive LCF, there is room for further improvement, espe-
cially for high-voltage applications. The proposed concept has
been applied to a 75-W buck-converter prototype. The mod-
eling and design procedures have also been presented. The
derived small-signal model is also confirmed by experimental
measurements.

APPENDIX

A. Derivation of (19)

In CCM [see Fig. 3(a)], ΔvT is found by considering the
time interval when S2 conducts. It is equal to the change of the
voltage on Cin ΔvC in, off . It can be shown that

iC in (t) = Is (A1)

Δvcin, off =
1

Cin

∫
iC in(t)dt (A2)

ΔvT = ΔvC in, off . (A3)

Based on (A1)–(A3)

ΔvT =
Is (1 − D1)

Cin f
. (A4)

B. Derivation of (20)

In DCM (Fig. 3(b)), vC in(t) reaches its maximum value at
t = nTsw + Δtmax where iin(t) is equal to is(t), so

Δtmax =
L Is

Vin − Vo
≈ L Is

Vs − Vo
(A5)

where Vin ≈ Vs , as VT << Vs .
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Hiin−is(s) =
HiL (s) Hig (s) HC in(s) + Hm (s) [HiL (s) Hid(s) + Hd(s)] [HC in(s) − His(s)]

1 + HiL (s) Hig (s) HC in(s) + Hm (s) [HiL (s) Hid(s) + Hd(s)] [HC in (s) + Hiin (s)]

Thus, the voltage difference on vC in(t) between t = nTsw
and t = nTsw + Δtmax is

VΔ max =
1

Cin

∫
Vin − Vo

L
t dt

≈ 1
Cin

∫ nT sw +Δtm a x

nT sw

Vs − Vo

L
t dt

=
Vs − Vo

2 L Cin
Δt2max

=
L I2

s

2 Cin (Vs − Vo)
. (A6)

Based on (A4)–(A6)

ΔvT =
Is (1 − D1)

Cin f
+ VΔ max

=
Is (1 − D1)

Cin f
+

L I2
s

2 Cin (Vs − Vo)
. (A7)

C. Derivation of HSPD(s)

Based on Fig. 4(c), it can be shown that

ΔIs = gm
rπ

rπ + Rb
ΔIs,ref (A8)

since

rπ =
hf e

gm
(A9)

and

gm =
Is

Vthermal
. (A10)

Based on (A8)–(A10)

HSPD(s) =
ΔIs(s)

ΔIs,ref (s)
=

hf e Is

hf e Vthermal + Rb Is
. (A11)

D. Derivation of Gvo−vs,OL (s) in (42)

Gvo−vs,OL (s) is defined as

Gvo−vs,OL (s) =
ΔVo(s)
ΔVs(s)

∣∣
ΔIs (s),ΔIo (s)=0 . (A12)

Based on the small-signal model of the buck converter in
Fig. 4(a)

ΔVo(s) = Hvg (s) ΔVin(s) + Hvd(s) ΔD1(s) (A13.a)

ΔIL (s) = Hig (s) ΔVin(s) + Hid(s) ΔD1(s) (A13.b)

ΔIin(s) = HiL (s) ΔIL (s) + Hd(s) ΔD1(s). (A13.c)

Thus,

ΔIin(s) = HiL (s) Hig (s) ΔVin(s)

+ [HiL (s) Hid(s) + Hd(s)] ΔD1(s). (A14)

Based on Fig. 4(b)

ΔVin(s) = −HC in(s) ΔIin(s) (A15.a)

ΔD1(s) = Hm (s) {−[ΔVs(s) − ΔVin(s)]

− Hiin(s) ΔIin(s)}. (A15.b)

By solving (A14) and (A15) and using (A12)

Gvo−vs,OL (s) = −Hvd(s) Hm (s) − Ha(s) Hiin−vs(s)
(A16)

where

Ha(s) = Hvg (s) HC in(s) + Hvd(s) Hm (s) [HC in(s)

+ Hiin(s)],

Hiin−vs(s) = − Hm (s) Hiin−d(s)
1 + Hm (s) Hiin−d(s) [HC in(s) + Hiin(s)]

,

and Hiin−d(s) = Hi L (s) Hi d (s)+Hd (s)
1+Hi L (s) Hi g (s) HC in (s) ..

E. Derivation of Gvo−is,OL (s) in (42)

Gvo−is,OL (s) is defined as

Gvo−is,OL (s) =
ΔVo(s)
ΔIs(s)

∣∣
ΔVs (s),ΔIo (s)=0 . (A17)

Based on Fig. 4(b)

ΔVin(s) = HC in(s) [ΔIs(s) − ΔIin(s)] (A18.a)

ΔD1(s) = Hm (s) [ΔVin (s) − Hiin(s) ΔIin(s)

− His(s) ΔIs(s)]. (A18.b)

By solving (A14) and (A18) and using (A17),

Gvo−is,OL (s) = Hvg (s) HC in(s) [1 − Hiin−is(s)]

+ Hvd(s) Hm (s) Hb(s) (19)

where

Hb(s) = HC in(s) − His(s) − [HC in (s)

+ Hiin(s)]Hiin−is(s)

and see the equation shown at the top of the page.
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